**Abstract**

Bachelor thesis is focused on sex education which it considers a key part of socialization process. For quantitative research of sex education is used a notion “resources of sex education” meaning the way the related information is passed. This information is operationalised as “topics of sex education”. Referring to Foucault, this thesis takes whole-society discourse as the basic resource of sex education. Thesis is concerning attitudes of young people aged 15-20 for in this age first long relationships are created. Hence the sex education is getting attention from young people. Young people’s attitudes and preferences were measured quantitatively using online questionnaire. The structure of the respondents does not copy structure of the population thus the finding cannot be generalized. Bachelor thesis aims to answer this research question: Is internet the main resource of sex education for young people? To answer this question, there are eleven hypotheses in this thesis, which aim at better understanding of related preferences and habits of respondents. From the data is visible that the internet is main resource of sex education but friends are equally important.